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1 CONSTITUTION OF MEETING AND MEMBERS PRESENT: 

 NetACT chairperson, Dr Maggie Madimbo opens the meeting with a short devotion and 

welcomes all delegates.  

 Delegates are warmly welcomed by Dr Willie van der Merwe, Rector of Huguenot College. 

 The Executive Director welcomes delegates on behalf of the NetACT office. A special word 

of welcome to associate members, visitors as well as well as Zomba Theological College, 

Malawi, represented by its Principal, Dr Takuze Chitsulo. Zomba went through a very 

difficult spell and the previous AGM (minutes 2017, 3.2) terminated their membership. 

However, ZTC was revived and immediately re-applied for membership which the EC 

granted pending this AGM’s approval.  

 The chairperson also expresses words of welcome to institutions applying for NetACT 

membership and their respective representatives as well as prospective new associate 

members and their representatives, namely: Pan Africa Christian University (Kenya), 

Redeemed Christian Bible College, (Nigeria), Uganda Christian University (Uganda), 

Rusitu Bible College (Zimbabwe), Domboshava Theological College (Zimbabwe), the 

Heartfelt Institute of Ministry (Zimbabwe), The Reformed Family Forum, Partners in 

Mission (DRC Free State, SA) and the Reformational Study Centre.   

 Apologies are noted, including those from NetACT EC members Professors David 

Ngaruiya, Washington Kamau, James Nkansah-Obrempong who are all unable to attend. Fr 

Evangelos Thiani came late and attended the AU Corruption conference. 

 The Board expresses condolences with the family and colleagues of John Tong Puk, former 

representative of Nile Theological College from South Sudan.  

 Delegates introduce themselves. See Adendum 1 for the complete list of attendees.  

 The AGM will run according to the procedures contained in the Constitution 

(http://netact.christians.co.za/constitution/).  

 The minutes of the 2017 AGM held at Scott University, Machacos, Kenya have been approved 

by the Executive after that meeting and have been circulated prior to the 2018 AGM. The 

minutes are accepted by the meeting as a true reflection of issues and decisions taken at the 

2017 AGM. 

 

2 LOGISTICS  

 THE PROGRAM (or agenda) of the July 2018 AGM contained the 2018 Annual Report and was 

tabled. The AGM ran for the first two days of week and included presentations by Associate 

Members. From days three to five of the AGM week, participants attended one of two 

concurrent events, namely either the planning meeting on the next NetACT three-year research 

and writing project (at the Samuel Campus, Wellington), or the Africa diaconia and development 

conference entitled Diaconia, community and development: Eploring new theories for social 

justice and inclusion. The latter conference is hosted by Stellenbosch University and the 

University of the Western Cape and Huguenot College at the Faculty of Theology in 

Stellenbosch. Delegates attending this conference, which also signals the end of the NetACT 

three-year research project on theology and development, travelled to Stellenbosch by bus every 

morning for the two days of the conference.  

 On July 11-13, 2018, the African Union is hosting a conference on Corruption: wealth, 

power, church and democracy.  Stellenbosch University is hosting this meeting in 

partnership with the Pan Africa Strategic and policy research group called PanAfStrag 

that operates from Lagos in Nigeria. Also collaborating is the Anti-Corruption advisory 

board of the African Union whose headquarters are in Arusha, Tanzania. Since the 

theme of this project overlaps with the NetACT Public Theology project NetACT 

members were invited to attend if they wished. Attendance is for delegates own account 

and they will be accommodated in Weidenhof House and the Faculty of Theology in 

Stellenbosch. 

http://netact.christians.co.za/constitution/
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 The AGM was chaired by Dr Maggie Madimbo and Prof Tersur Aben. Since Professor Aben’s 

term as Provost of TCNN has expired special permission is granted by the NetACT Board for 

him to remain vice-chair and to serve as chairperson of sessions for the duration of the 2018 

AGM until the election of a successor.  

 Voting rights: All NetACT Board Members have voting rights – one vote per member 

institution. Associate Members do not have voting rights, but are part of board meetings 

and are invited to participate in discussions. New members have voting rights once the 

Board accepted their membership applications. 

 As a Christian organization we deem it very important to get to know one another and the 

institutions we represent. Delegates are requested to use meal times to get to know one 

another. Devotion in the mornings in the form of “Dwelling in the Word” in smaller groups 

aims at doing this as well and also to discern God’s way forward.  

 The NetACT Executive had three email meetings. The Office incorporated decisions in 

the Annual Report.  

 

3.  THE THREE MAIN ANNUAL NetACT PORTEFULJE REPORTS  

3.1 NetACT Theology and Community Development (Prof Len Hansen) 

At the 2018 AGM, the end of the three-year NetACT Theology and Community Development 

Research Project will be reached. Our first workshop in Johannesburg in 2015 consisted of inputs 

from several subject specialists in order to orientate members to the theological discipline. This was 

needed as for the first time we have embarked on a research project that did not concern a specific 

issue or challenge (e.g. HIV and AIDS or Gender Equality) that could be reflected upon from the 

perspective of any theological discipline as with previous projects. This project focussed on a 

theological discipline. We knew it would be a challenge, but also that it was a much needed project.  

In the words of the first call for papers:  “Although Africa ranks highest in the regions of the world 

in need of development, from a scholarly perspective it has often been the object of research and of 

testing development theories developed in other regions of the world (particularly in Europe and the 

USA). There exists a dire need for theologizing on development from the African continent by 

African scholars themselves and African theological training institutions, their teaching staff and 

students should be at the forefront of this endeavour.” After the first (introductory and invited) round 

of papers, all NetACT members were to contribute that would speak to the topic – first in 2016 at St 

Paul’s and in 2017 at Scott University, both in Kenya. At St Paul’s we distributed a reading list on 

the discipline and discussed some of the key texts in it with the help of our editorial team and an 

important element, especially in 2017 was the inclusion of papers on actual examples of community 

development projects. To date almost 30 papers have been delivered and we are grateful for every 

member who took up the challenge to put pen to paper during this project.  

The publication of a textbook for use in our member institutions has always been the ultimate goal of 

our research projects – made possible by the kind support and sponsorship of one of our associate 

members, EFSA. We have also been blessed with subject specialists who serve as the editorial team 

of the planned textbook, namely professors Naas Swart, Nadine Bowers du Toit (South Africa) and 

doctors Zablon Bundi (Kenya) and Ephraim Yoms (Nigeria). These colleagues have the difficult task 

to (a) make a final selection for publication of all the papers delivered over the course of the project 

(b) to ensure and assist in ensuring the scholarly quality of the contributions. Unfortunately, not all 

papers can be accommodated in the final textbook, nor have all papers been submitted for publication 

to the editors, but we hope to once again have a product that will do NetACT proud and will be an 

important truly African resource in our institutions. The final content of the publication will only be 

finalised after the final workshop in July 2018. Authors whose papers have been selected for 

publication will be notified with suggestions as to the technical and content requirements for the 

finalization of their contributions. Finally, an especially fortunate event that will coincide with our 

final workshop in July.  Delegates will attend an Africa-wide conference on Theology and 
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Development after the first two days of our AGM week. Some of our members will also deliver 

papers at the conference and it will be an invaluable opportunity for all to learn more of the discourse 

on, issues and challenges, but also the opportunities this theological discipline presents our churches, 

our faith communities, but in particular our member institutions. This will also give the editorial team 

the opportunity to, as in the past, identify colleagues beyond our network that may be requested to 

contribute to our publication on issues that we may not have knowledge or expertise of.  These papers 

may fill a need in the textbook which may become apparent at the end of our project. 

Decision: Noted with appreciation.  

3.2 Public Theology Project (Prof Sunday Agang) 

IPTA AGM Report: IPTA stands for “Introduction to Public Theology in Africa.” IPTA is the preliminary 

name for a book that will introduce Public Theology to theological schools, churches, NGOs and FBOs and 

all Christians who want to be the salt of the earth and the light of the world. The project has two parts: one 

will be conceptualizing and writing the book and the second one will be introducing it in the different 

regions of our continent.  

Grants. We applied, but did not get, the Nagel “African Theological Advance” grant of $50,000.This was a 

big disappointment and effected our planning and organization. However, the 2016 and 2017 AGMs and all 

involved in this project, feel committed to continue with it. Stellenbosch University (SU) step in and helped 

us financially to “survive” for this meeting. We are thankful for the help of SU’s Social Impact department.  

Good news: Langham Partnership is willing to publish the book we intend to write in their Hippo series and 

have seconded Isobel Stevenson to our project. A meeting between Langham’s Literature Director Pieter 

Kwant1, the SU dean and the NetACT Internet Portal project team on January 11 has greatly strengthened the 

bond between Langham and NetACT. The fact that our designated editor, Dr Sunday Agang, has authored 

several publications with Langham played no small part in the success of the meeting. He and Isobel are an 

established team.  

Isobel Stevenson is a Senior Editor with Langham Publishers. She grew up in South Africa, studied at 

Stellenbosch, and taught Applied Linguistics at UNISA. Even though she now lives in Canada, she has 

maintained a close connection to Africa as the coordinating editor for the Africa Bible Commentary and the 

main editor for Hippo Books. She has previously worked closely with Dr Agang in publishing his book, No 

More Cheeks to Turn, and has also edited Dr Samuel Kunhiyop’s textbook, African Christian Ethics. These 

projects, and many others, have prepared her for her role in our team. Isobel as Langham writing coach will 

work alongside Dr Agang who is the general editor of this textbook. Chapter-authors will be asked to submit 

early samples of their work to her, and she and Dr Agang will give feedback aimed at ensuring that the work 

is at the appropriate level and addresses the topic in the way envisaged when the work was commissioned. 

More good news:  The NetACT office met with the Vice President and CEO of the Tyndale House 

Foundation on January 11, 2018. THF has supported NetACT financially in various projects, including the 

Internet Portal, and NetACT has helped them with advice, research and networking in their African 

Leadership Study and other projects. They were excited to hear about the IPTA project and “insisted” that 

the book be translated into Portuguese and French, and that we do it in collaboration with a number of 

French-speaking theological schools in which they have invested heavily. Key countries are Ivory Coast, 

Ghana, the Central African Republic and the Democratic Republic of the Congo. The foundation has offered 

to provide the funding needed to have French representatives join this project as soon as possible. THF and 

Langham have a good working relationship.  

Still more good news: Prof Len Hansen and I met with EFSA2, who have sponsored many of our meetings 

and the publication of most of our books. They will continue to do so with the Community Development 

project (and all expenses related to the publication of the work done) and with IPTA. They are positive about 

Langham and Tyndale’s involvement (and for that matter about anyone who is willing to contribute to the 

overall goals of the project). They will also help us to network with some of the most outstanding leaders in 

the field of public theology in Africa and globally.  

                                                           
1 http://langham.org/staff-profile-pieter-kwant 
2 http://www.efsa-institute.org.za 
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Project planning: We foresee the IPTA project having two phases. In the first one, we will produce the 

book. In the second phase, we will hold workshops in as many regions in Africa as possible to introduce the 

book. The second phase will require several teams. For the moment, we need to focus on phase one and the 

planned meeting in Wellington. Our meeting will begin with a dinner on the Tuesday evening and will 

conclude at 13:00 on Friday 6 July.  

Current Participants: The project team (as required by Langham) need to be representative of the different 

regions in Africa. We are still waiting to receive the names of the French delegation.  

West Africa (Nigeria):  Doctors Sunday Bobai Agang; editorial project leader; Tersur Aben; Samuel Ango, 

Babatunde Adedibu.  

South-West Africa: Rev Avelino Rafael.  

South Africa: Doctors Dion Forster; Nelus Niemandt, Rian Venter; Sipho Mahokoto.  

East Africa: Doctors. Maggie Madimbo, Nathan Chiroma, Tom Obengo  

Ethiopia & South Sudan: Dr Theodros Teklu, Rev Moses Deng Bol.  

Administrative: Isobel Stevenson & Jurgens Hendriks. With Dr Agang we will form the executive of the 

project.  

In addition: We have not yet confirmed participation of several people who we need to have on the team.  

Decision: 1) The Board expresses its appreciation for the work done with regard to this project with a view 

to this meeting. Approval is given for the Public Theology Project to form the next NetACT three-year 

research project. For a report on the two-day Public Theology Planning Meeting, see ADDENDUM TWO, to 

the minutes. 

2) In response to a suggestion from the floor, Prof Hannes Knoetze and Dr Nathan Chiroma is requested to 

investigate the possibility of a second research project of more limited scale on the theme of youth ministry 

in Africa for report-back to the Board, or to the EC if needed before the next AGM in 2020.   

3.3 The NetACT Internet Portal (NIP) report (Mr Fraser Jackson) 

If the NetACT Office has to summarise the NIP story and how the Lord opened doors for this project, we 

could publish a booklet. Miracle One: Christians from Scotland sponsored Mr Fraser Jackson and his wife to 

develop and run the NIP. They arrived in SA in Nov 2017. Miracle Two: Huguenot College provided a 

house, office and infrastructure to house the NIP. As a trade-off Mr Jackson assists them with their IT and 

library. Miracle Three: we cannot even begin to mention the library related doors that opened for us. No 

single library can contain the volume of info that we are getting access to. The NetACT Office has to confess 

that we had no idea of the level of specialization that this project requires. Take a look at Addendum II: we 

need 18,000 accounts if all NetACT students and staff register on the NIP! We cannot express our gratitude 

in words to all the funders and institutions who are taking part in this venture and especially to Mr Jackson 

who is totally committed to the project. We encourage Board Members to use the time allotted to this report 

to ask questions to fill in what we may have failed to convey in a short report like this one. We have a draft 

budget but because of too many uncertainties at this stage, it does not make sense to share it. Mr Jackson 

reports:  

Infrastructure 

The current roadmap for the portal is as follows: 

The project is envisaged as happening in phases: 

Priority 1: Authentication of Users (using an LDAP server) 

  Portal for theological resources 

  Portal for learning & teaching resources 

  Online Communication tool which will also act as a helpdesk 

Provide NetACT email facilities for partners without institutional email (promoted to 

priority 1 as portal requires all users to have email addresses) 

Priority 2: Online courses (e.g. information literacy) on a server running Moodle 
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      Digital Repository on a server running D-Space 

Priority 3: Provide an online workspace with home drives and access to MS Office 365 

     Provide a Library Catalogue server where partners can host their library catalogues 

Items in bold are currently being worked on and will be demonstrated at the AGM. 

Physically, it is envisaged that all the above elements will be built as virtual servers on a single server hosted 

by Huguenot College, where the NIP Executive Director is based. 

Resources 

We are forming good working relationships with a number of other organisations working in the field, some 

of whom have agreed to provide resources, or to allow us to use the work they have done in identifying 

resources. 

Core Library: so far only 12 partners have responded with their current reading lists and/or desired reading 

lists.  As the key to this part of the project is providing resources which will be of most use to most partners, 

we cannot proceed until we have a much fuller picture of what books are used and/or wanted across the 

whole partnership. Our goal is to have the core theological curriculum available to be downloaded on smart 

phones.  

Training 

The NIP Program Coordinator continues to work on the project, following the above roadmap. 

The platforms to be demonstrated at the AGM are currently in a development format.  As soon as they are 

transferred to the live server, an initial training and sensitisation workshop should be scheduled for later in 

the year to introduce the platforms to the senior librarians across the partnership.  The core group will be 

those who attended the workshop in Kenya in July 2017. We would also like to identify and invite some 

librarians and IT staff from some of the other partners. Once the librarians are acquainted with the NIP, 

regional workshops will be held to train the remaining librarians, IT personnel and staff members in using 

the system. 

Decision: Board expresses its appreciation of the work done by Mr Jackson in realising the long-awaited 

NIP. Dr Willie van der Merwe reports that, on the infrastructure side, Huguenot College is ready for the NIP 

to be installed and requests the NetACT office to proceed in releasing the funds needed for this part of the 

venture. 

4 NETACT OFFICE REPORT  

4.1 Financial Statements 

Stellenbosch University (SU) is responsible for NetACT’s financial administration. NetACT receives audited 

financial statements annually. It has to follow the strict regulations of US’s accounting system. This service 

and the office facilities are offered to NetACT free of charge.  

The NetACT EC appointed Dr Kobus Odendaal (DRC Western and Southern Cape Synod Commission for 

Witness) as the Donor Representative on the EC. It implies that he is a voting Board Member (Constitution 

4.2.1.1 B iii). 

An audited copy of NetACT’s financial statements for the year 2017 is available on request from the office. 

Addendum III to the agenda represents a more “user-friendly” version with explanatory notes that Dr 

Odendaal compiled.  

NetACT finances follows a rather simple logic. All projects have their own income, either from donations or 

collaborators, or by means of monies allocated through successful funding proposals. Money handled by the 

NetACT Office is subject to a 10% administration fee that covers NetACT Office expenses. We are thankful 

that NetACT developed a good record of accomplishment and a very strong and supportive network of 

collaborators.  

Decision: Financial reports are discussed by Dr Kobus Odendaal, NetACT EC Representative: Donors. The 

meeting expresses appreciation for Dr Odendaal’s input and accepts the financial reports. 
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4.2 Annual Membership fees  

The membership fee structure approved by the Board in 2016 and 2017 stipulates:  

All members (of all clusters) to pay membership fees according to the formula below. The number of 

students studying at a partner institution is calculated according to full-time Certificate, Diploma and 

Bachelors students studying theology at the institution: 

a. Institutions with more than 100 students: R4,800 per year ($400):  

b. Institutions with between 50 and 100 students: R2,400 per year ($200):  

c. Institutions with less than 50 students: R1,440 per year ($100):  

Clusters are to advise the NetACT Office of institutions that are not able to pay membership fees, in 

which case such fees may be waived for a specific period. 

Addendum II portrays the NetACT student and staff figures that should lead to an income of R136.800 (at 

$1-R12 this should be equal to US $11.400). Income through 2017 membership totalled less than the 

R136.800 amount because of lower student numbers. 

Outstanding fees from 2017: Five institutions did not pay their membership fees. The NetACT constitution 

stipulates about termination of membership: 

i) it fails to attend two consecutive annual general meetings of NetACT without adequate    

reasons as determined by the Governing Board 

ii) it defaults on annual membership fees without adequate reason as determined by the 

NetACT Governing Board; 

 

The NetACT office (Dr Odendaal) received outstanding 2016-2017 membership fees during the AGM 

(because of difficulties in transferring money to the office in SA). The Office has to report on the state of 

membership fee payments to the Board at the meeting. 

Decision: Annual membership fees to remain in place without increase for 2018/2019. It can be paid in 

either Rand or Dollar as quoted above 

4.3 Proposed changes to functioning of NetACT Office: 

One of NetACT’s goals is to maintain a functional central office. 

3.1 Planning with a view to Programme Coordinator’s retirement in 2012: 

Prof Hendriks is, since 2015, NetACT Program Coordinator and runs the day-to-day office responsibilities 

and to ensure continuity. He is paid R10 000 per month. The Office works within the SU administrative 

system. 

NetACT decided to appoint a full time secretary for the network in 2016. Prof Hendriks meanwhile served as 

Program Coordinator. The July 2017 meeting accepted the proposal that NetACT continue with the process 

of appointing a full-time Program Coordinator, in the person of Rev Nico Mostert, and delegate the process 

to the NetACT EC. The EC could not find ways of raising money to make this possible.  

The way NetACT received Mr Fraser Jackson as a full-time employee of NetACT working from an office at 

Huguenot College as well as from the SU office, when necessary, then served as a model by which the 

network can introduce Rev Mostert into serving the network. The EC is in negotiations with Rev Mostert, his 

congregation and Free State University in this regard. NetACT can acquire the services of Rev Mostert in the 

following way: 

Proposal:  

 That Rev Mostert, after completing his PhD at FSU,  

 Stay on in his congregation but request the congregation to allow him to spend a proportion 

of his time in a “NetACT ministry.” He thus stay in Bloemfontein in his own house while 

his wife continue working as a teacher while their triplets complete their matric after which 

they continue their studies at FSU. 
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 Prof Hendriks met with the FSU Faculty of Theology dean, Prof Fanie Snyman, in 

Bloemfontein on June 6 to request that Rev Mostert receives a NetACT Office at or near the 

Faculty of Theology, similar to the SU office, while acting as an adjunct staff member. The 

proposal was well received and the University is at present considering the request. 

 That the three NetACT staff members, Dr Hendriks, Mr Jackson and Dr Mostert work under 

the supervision of the NetACT Executive Director, Prof Hansen, and the EC and thus serve 

the NetACT network. 

 That NetACT pays Dr Mostert on a contractual basis as with Dr Hendriks.  

 Once NetACT has received and answer from the FSU, the Board requests the EC to work 

out the details of the transition between Prof Hendriks and Rev Mostert and all other 

administrative arrangements that is needed. These need to be reported to and approved by 

the next AGM. 

 In view of the above suggestions a change in the NetACT Constitution is required that will 

be tabled during the 2018 AGM for discussion and approval by the NetACT Board. 

 

Decision: Noted and approved with appreciation. EC requested to proceed with negotiations with 

Rev. Mostert, the DRC Hugenoot, Bloemfontein and the Faculty of Theology, UFS. 

 

In light of practical challenges some changes in the operational processes of NetACT is foreseen over the 

next two years – one being the appointment of a successor to the current Programme Coordinator of the 

Network. In order to make these changes, the consent of the NetACT Board as well a number of small 

changes are needed to the NetACT constitution. Below follows the suggested changes and the reasons 

behind them for consideration and approval by the Board if in agreement with the proposal. Each section 

refers to the existing wording of the constitution followed by the reason/s for amending the constitution and 

the proposed wording to accommodate this. 

4.2.2 NetACT EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE  

4.2.2.3 Composition  

The NetACT Executive Committee consists of the Chairperson and Vice-chairperson of the NetACT 

Governing Board, the NetACT Executive Director and two representatives of each NetACT clusters not 

otherwise represented on the Committee.  

Rationale for amendment:  

1. Over the past two years it became increasingly clear in order to function optimally, the number of 

members serving on the EC needs to be reduced. Communication challenges in convening (sometimes 

urgent) meetings via Skype or telephone of an EC consisting of 12 members in (currently) 4 countries across 

Africa made this a very difficult and often impossible task. The Board is, therefore, requested to consider 

appointing only one instead of two EC members per cluster to serve on the EC.  

2. An increase in projects (some requiring very specific technical skills), administrative and financial 

responsibilities and the sheer increase in the number of member institutions required over the past year to 

appoint additional Project Coordinators). Unlike in the past, these tasks can no longer be fulfilled by the 

Executive Director (who is also a full-time academic in the employ of a member institution) and a single 

Project Coordinator. The greater number of Project Coordinators (now and possibility more in future) and 

the crucial role their portfolios play in the functioning of different Network activities requires including them 

in meetings of the EC – albeit as non-voting members since they do not officially represent any specific 

member institution. 

II 

Suggested amendment (1): 

The NetACT Executive Committee consists of the Chairperson and Vice-chairperson of the NetACT 

Governing Board, the NetACT Executive Director as well as one representative of each NetACT cluster not 

otherwise represented on the Committee. The NetACT Portfolio Managers and Project Coordinators are ex-

officio non-voting members of the Executive Committee. 
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4.2.2.5 Functions 

The NetACT Executive Committee is responsible: 

i. Supervising the implementation of the policy and programmes as determined by the NetACT Governing 

Board; 

ii. Executing duties assigned by the NetACT Governing Board; 

iii. Appointing personnel as and when necessary for the effective operation of NetACT as a whole or its 

Executive Committee. These shall be done in accordance to accepted human resources practice and all 

appointments must be ratified by the Governing Board at its first meeting following the appointments; 

iv. Approving NetACT expenditure and overseeing the execution of the budget; 

v. Receiving and approving the reports of the NetACT Executive Director and the Executive Directors of the 

NetACT clusters; 

vi. Preparing annual reports for the NetACT Governing Board, donors, supporting and participating 

institutions; 

vii. Preparing the budget for the next period; 

viii. Facilitating arrangements toward any NetACT Governing Board meetings and Annual General 

Meetings. 

Rationale for amendment: 

Since Project Coordinators are and will in future be responsible for specific tasks or projects/programmes in 

NetACT, provision needs to be made for their oversight way of reporting by them to the Board via the EC by 

way of an amendment of point v (5) above. 

Suggested amendment (2): 

v. Receiving and approving the reports of the NetACT Executive Director, NetACT Portfolio Managers, 

Project Coordinators and the Executive Directors of the NetACT clusters; 

III 

4.2.3 The NetACT EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

4.2.3.1 The NetACT Executive Director is appointed for a period of three years by the NetACT Governing 

Board 

i) upon recommendation of the NetACT Executive Committee and 

ii) upon consultation with the institution to which the Executive Director is affiliated. 

4.2.3.2 The Executive Director is appointed in either a full-time or a part-time capacity. 

4.2.3.3 The Executive Director reports to the Governing Board via the NetACT Executive Committee. 

4.2.3.4 The NetACT Executive Director, with the assistance of an individual/s as determined by the 

Executive Committee, is responsible for: 

i. executing all day-to-day functions of NetACT in consultation with the NetACT Executive 

Committee; 

ii. liaising with NetACT donors and member institutions; 

iii. marketing, fundraising, administration and communication of NetACT; 

iv. the facilitation of funding and administration of Network programmes and Annual General 

Meetings; 

v. the administration of funds of NetACT and the preparation and submission of annual financial 

reports to the Governing Board via the Executive Committee; 

vi. the effective functioning of the NetACT office. 

Rationale for amendment: 
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In light of the need for both Portfolio Managers (responsible for specific permanent functions in the 

Network, such a Portfolio Manager: Administration and Communication) as well as Project Coordinators 

(taking responsibility for specific projects up to its completion, such as the development of the NIP, which 

will become a portfolio with a Portfolio Manager responsible for its maintenance and expansion once 

established and functioning ) and their specific portfolios, their tasks need to be identified and described in 

the constitution. This is especially important with regard to the Project Coordinator: Administration and 

Communication whose duties will decrease the workload of the ED by the delegation of some of the ED’s to 

such a PC. The current duties of the ED in the constitution still reflect the situation when NetACT was still a 

single cluster with only 15 members. Therefore, this has implications for the task description of the ED in the 

constitution as well and requires amending points under 4.2.3.4 above. The amendments will reflect the tasks 

of the EC as focusing more on coordinating and oversight of Network activities, while the PC Administration 

and Communication will take over most of the day-to-day administration and communication of and in the 

Network that previously also resorted under the ED.  

The duties of the EC will be more limited as many of them will become the responsibility of a Portfolio 

Manager: Administration and Communication. This means an amendment to the list of duties of the ED in 

the constitution and provision for a generic category of a) Portfolio Managers and b) Project Coordinators. 

The specific duties of the latter two categories of functionaries may be very diverse and as such will not be 

described in the constitution itself, but in the job descriptions of the specific Manager or Coordinator. Those 

proposed tasks of the Project Coordinator: NIP and the Portfolio Manager: Administration and 

Communication are listed at the end of this document.     

Suggested amendment (3): 

4.2.3.4 The NetACT Executive Director, with the assistance of an individual/s as determined by the 

Executive Committee, is responsible for: 

i. coordinating the work of the EC; 

ii. coordinating of and oversight over the work of the of the Project Coordinators and Portfolio Manager; 

iii. marketing, fundraising, networking and liaising with donors and international academic institutions 

Suggested amendment (4): 

4.2.4 NetACT Portfolio Managers and Project Coordinators: 

4.2.4.1 NetACT Portfolio Managers are appointed for renewable periods of three to five years and are 

responsible for managing permanent portfolios in NetACT as determined from time to time by the 

Governing Board. NetACT Project Coordinators are appointed for a period of three to five years depending 

for the duration of a specific NetACT project at the end of which the appointment expires. Both categories of 

functionaries are appointed by the Governing Board 

i) upon recommendation of the NetACT Executive Committee and 

ii) upon consultation with the institution to which the Portfolio Manager or Project Coordinator is affiliated. 

4.2.4.2 Portfolio Managers and Project Coordinators are appointed in either a full-time or a part-time 

capacity. 

4.2.4.3 Portfolio Managers and Project Coordinators report to the Governing Board via the NetACT ED and 

Executive Committee. 

IV 

4.3 NetACT OFFICE 

Rationale for amendment: 

It has become clear that a single NetACT office that houses the ED as well as all Portfolio Managers and 

Project Coordinators is neither financially nor logistically possible due to: the expense of such an 

arrangement for the hosting institution; the fact that PCs will in all probability always be part-time 

functionaries possibly employed by, or at least affiliated to, a member institution or other organisation; on a 

more positive note, the benefit of decentralising some of the NetACT activities and creating a greater degree 

of participation in the day-to-day running of the Network or its projects by more than one member 

institution.  This is already the case with the Project Coordinator: NIP (at Huguenot College) and will be 
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negotiated with regard to the Portfolio Manager: Administration and Communication designate (at the 

University of the Free State). Therefore, provision needs to be made in the constitution for these scenarios 

and for agreements with host institutions of additional host institutions. 

Suggested amendment (5): 

The NetACT head office is situated at the institution to which the Executive Director of the Network is 

affiliated in agreement with that institution that will be responsible for supplying the necessary office 

infrastructure to host the office. Additional NetACT offices may be situated at any member institution where 

of Portfolio Managers or Project Coordinators are situated. The ED and PCs must be affiliated to the host 

institution. An agreement will be negotiated with host institutions regarding logistical and infrastructural 

requirements needed for the functioning of the office/s in question. 

V 

Proposal regarding duties of future Portfolio Managers: ADMINISTRATION AND 

COMMUNICATION & Project Manager: NIP: 

Proposed duties in the job description of the Portfolio Manager: Administration and Communication: 

The NetACT Portfolio Manager: Administration and Communication, with the assistance of an individual/s 

as determined by the Executive Committee, is responsible for: 

i. executing all day-to-day administrative and communication functions of NetACT in consultation 

with the NetACT Executive Committee; 

ii. liaising with NetACT donors and member institutions in consultation with the ED; 

iii. assisting the ED in marketing, fundraising, administration and communication of NetACT; 

iv. the facilitation of funding and administration of Network programmes and Annual General 

Meetings; 

v. the administration of funds of NetACT in consultation with the ED and the preparation and 

submission of annual financial reports to the Governing Board via the Executive Committee; 

vi. the effective functioning of the NetACT’s administrative duties. 

Proposed duties in the job description of the Project Manager: NIP 

The NetACT Project Manager: NIP, with the assistance of an individual/s specialised in the field of IT and 

library services as determined by the Executive Committee, is responsible for: 

i. The development of the NIP 

ii. Administering the physical NIP infrastructure 

iii. Identifying and accessing relevant resources 

iv. Co-ordinating a team to provide helpdesk facilities 

v. Liaising with representatives of similar projects run by other organisations 

Decision:  

All the above proposed changes to the NetACT Constitution is discussed and approved by the Board. The 

NetACT office is requested to make the necessary changes. 

4.4 NetACT house  

Another of NetACT’s goals is to offer affordable and welcoming living environment for lecturers who are 

receiving advanced training. Stellenbosch achieved this in 2012 where a renovated house renovated house in 

Weidenhof Street 14 offer accommodation to 24 people. 

NetACT transferred the property to Stellenbosch University for maintenance and administrative purposes 

(but with the necessary stipulations regarding the exclusive use of property by NetACT). One of the students 

serves as the House Administrator, does the admin of the house and stays in the house free of charge. He/she 

use the NetACT office.  
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For information on the house visit http://netact.christians.co.za/accommodation/ and or see the video about 

the house at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OqYQ__yads8&feature=youtu.be.  

Finding accommodation for post-graduate students at NetACT’s anchor institutions remains a goal worth 

pursuing. 

Decision: Noted with appreciation toward the Programme Manager and Ms Teresa David, current 

Weidenhof House Administrator. 

4.5 Communication 

NetACT furthermore strives toward developing and maintaining effective communication, internet facilities, 

consultation and networking among all member institutions. 

The NetACT Website is regularly updated and is really something to be proud of. Look at 

http://netact.christians.co.za/  A big “thank you” for the Dutch Reformed Church family in the Western Cape 

for this – in particular Dr Odendaal’s wife, the webmistress of our website.  

Our news portal is an important communication tool. Please visit http://netact.christians.co.za/news/. We 

report whatever happens in and around the office. We would like to receive campus news from our 

institutions.  EC members should set an example. Send institutional news accompanied by a photograph if 

possible! 

The NetACT Internet Portal (NIP) falls under communication but is discussed under projects. 

Mrs Odendaal makes a presentation on the NetACT’s electronic communication, especially with regard to 

the NetACT website. She issues an invitation to all member institutions to send news and photographs to her 

to disseminate via the website.  

Decision: The chairperson thanks Mrs Odendaal for her work in maintaining and improving the NetACT 

website and gives her a token of the Network’s appreciation for all her efforts. 

4.6 Lecturer Exchange 

Since its establishment, NetACT has organized and promoted lecturer exchanges between institutions to 

provide expertise in certain academic fields where it is lacking. This also serves to create space and time for 

lecturers to further their own studies and research. 

The NetACT office regularly negotiates exchanges. Towards this goal it will assist where possible in paying 

travel expenses. The 2016 Board meeting accepted the following four regulations to guide Lecturer 

Exchanges (Minutes 4.10): 

 “In terms of the lecturer exchange agreement the parties agree that: 

1. The hosting institution must provide a course description, timetable and class list accompanied by 

a clear outline of what is expected from the visiting lecturer.  

2. Before the commencement of the visit, the visiting lecturer must give the host institution an outline 

of his/her program. Students at the host institution must also receive this outline beforehand. The 

outline must include a timetable (class dates and periods), prescribed material, assignments and the 

assessment procedure.  

3. An objective evaluation of the program should take place at the end of the course.  

4. This evaluation should be shared with the students, host institution and visiting lecturer. The 

results of the evaluation must be forwarded to the NetACT office if NetACT had any role in the 

networking and funding of the lecturer exchange.” 

The NetACT office will assisted institutions or persons in need of lecturer exchange or candidates to act as 

external examiners. NetACT Associate Member, Vryheid (Klipkerk) DRC, helps paying travel expenses to 

cover lecturer exchange.  

There are several well-equipped people available for lecturer exchange. Some of them are attending the 

AGM, e.g. Ms Karen Krige (who is given an opportunity to introduce herself, her work and theological 

interests by the chairperson). 

Decision: Noted with appreciation.  

http://netact.christians.co.za/accommodation/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OqYQ__yads8&feature=youtu.be
http://netact.christians.co.za/
http://netact.christians.co.za/news/
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4.7 Scholarships; African venue for sabbaticals  

The sourcing and provision of scholarships to advance the theological training of our institutions’ lecturers 

and promising pastors of the churches they serve have always been important to NetACT. With regard to 

this, the following: 

World Communion of Reformed Churches  

NetACT is a member of the WCRC and this gives us access to apply for WCRC scholarships. For 

information on WCRC scholarships visit “the Theological Education Scholarship Fund for Women in the 

South [that] enables women from a wide network of Reformed churches in the Global South to build their 

capacity for effective partnership in God’s mission.”  [http://wcrc.ch/leadership-development] 

Other Scholarships 

The NetACT office and the Faculty of Theology secured an agreement with the Langham Partnership 

towards offering two scholarships per year for full time students from NetACT. However, this is limited to 

studies undertaken at the University of Stellenbosch. Any interested NetACT scholars and students may 

contact Dr Ian Shaw directly in this regard at ian.shaw@langhampartnership.org (or c/o Secretary to 

Director of Scholarship Programme, gaynor.harvey@langhampartnership.org ) Langham has more 

than two scholarships which means members can apply and go to study anywhere they wish.  

One can find the Langham website at:  http://uk.langham.org/what-we-do/langham-scholars/.  

Scholar Leaders have also helped us with funding of postgraduate studies of partner students or staff: 

Contact http://www.scholarleaders.org/apply/leaderstudies-scholarships/ and visit their website at 

www.scholarleaders.org for more information.  

One of the mayor challenges of the ED’s of the clusters will be to look for scholarships and to develop 

partnerships with foundations, individuals and even congregations to provide for scholarships.  

Oxford Center for Religion and Public Life  

The 2017 report gave the information on the NetACT brokered MOU between SU and the OVRPL. Some 15 

scholarships are available for PhD studies for students from developing countries. The information is 

available on their website; https://www.ocrpl.org/PhD/ The NetACT Office can supply, on request, an  

information brochure.  

Sabbatical Scholarships for staff members of NetACT schools. 

2017 NetACT Board Decision (2017 AGM Minutes 3.7): 

The Board requests the Office to investigate the possibility of securing scholarships for 

NetACT institution staff and students on an ongoing basis. It furthermore requests the 

Office and Executive to investigate the possibility of establishing a scholarship scheme for 

the funding of sabbatical leave research between NetACT institutions on the continent and 

further abroad. In this regard it is suggested that contact also be made with the Association 

of South East Asian Graduate Schools of Theology as possible locations for sabbatical 

research. 

The Office spent a lot of time and effort to pursue this goal. The Lord provided in wonderful ways 

because we could pursue the Dutch Reformed Church in SA, who is developing the Andrew Murray 

Centre for Spirituality on the campus of the Huguenot College in Wellington, to accommodate our 

needs and adjust the renovation of the site and buildings so that it is an ideal venue for sabbaticals, 

research and writer-retreats. Dr Willie van der Merwe, Rector of HC, presents an overview of the 

plans and progress in the construction of the Spirituality centre. The Office also had preliminary 

negotiations with the Tyndale House Foundation to sponsor, on a yearly base, eight scholarships for 

periods between six and nine month sabbaticals/writer retreats. The Office will submit the 

application for this sponsorship on Dec 1, 2018 and the result will be made known in April 2019. 

The AMCS will be open from July 2019. The AMCS links with the Huguenot College (library, 

internet) and through the NIP (NetACT Internet Portal) with Stellenbosch and the other NetACT 

schools. Daily devotions in the AMCS chapel and a campus spiritual director will be on site and 

http://wcrc.ch/tesf/
http://wcrc.ch/tesf/
http://wcrc.ch/leadership-development
mailto:ian.shaw@langhampartnership.org
http://uk.langham.org/what-we-do/langham-scholars/
http://www.scholarleaders.org/apply/leaderstudies-scholarships/
http://www.scholarleaders.org/
https://www.ocrpl.org/PhD/
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available. Those on sabbatical will be informed and invited to academic activities at the universities 

and colleges in the Western Cape. 

Decision: Noted with appreciation.  

4.8 Publications 

NetACT has as one of its primary goals the publication of quality theological textbooks relevant to the 

African context. 

Publications   

The 2017 NetACT Annual Report listed NetACT publications. They can be downloaded, free of charge, 

from the NetACT website. The 2017 report also mentioned partner institutions that support our work.  

In the year that this report covers, we developed a very good working relationship with Langham 

publications. Langham makes it possible for NetACT schools to receive books worth £100 per year. NetACT 

institutions can order, at special subsidized prices, from Langham. Postage is free. If you have any enquiries 

about being on their donor and email lists, please contact the NetACT Office that will help with connecting 

you to Langham. Langham is a crucial partner in our Public Theology project and provided our project 

leader, Dr Sunday Agang, with a writer’s scholarship. Mrs Isobel Stephenson will be present at the AGM 

and will be assisting the Public Theology Project Team in writing the book. The name of the book is, at 

present, “An Introduction to Public Theology in Africa.”  

4.9 Curriculum & ACTEA 

NetACT set as goal the upgrading of curriculum standards at member institutions. 

The 2008 HIV Curriculum Development Workshops were our first step in actively helping NetACT 

institutions on the road towards accreditation of their programmes and qualifications.  

Curriculum Development research and workshops 

The NetACT Office is in negotiation with Tearfund (Dr Sas Conradie) to have regional workshops in our 

continent that deals with, amongst others, curriculum development. We want to combine workshops at a 

given time and place to have something like a “Winter or Summer School” week. We want to combine the 

planned NIP librarian training workshops with workshops on curriculum development, Public Theology, 

Community Development and Integral Mission. All of this is planning in progress!  

ACTEA 

ACTEA (Association for Christian Theological Education in Africa) has been a key partner of NetACT. 

Acquiring ACTEA accreditation was one of the goals we set for all out institutions. NetACT supported 

institutions in different ways in obtaining ACTEA accreditation. Rev Dr Emmanuel Chemengich 

(echemengich@gmail.com) is the current ACTEA ED. 

Decision: Noted with appreciation. The NetACT EC is requested to take up discussions with ACTEA 

regarding the affordability of ACTEA accreditation as has become apparent that it is increasingly outside of 

the financial means of many NetACT institutions. The EC is also to enquire what the role may be of the NIP 

in satisfying accreditation application library holding requirements.  

5. REPORTS ON MEETINGS AND VISITS  

5.1 Reformed Family Forum:  During From 23-30 July the NetACT ED attended the three-day long 

meeting of the Reformed Family Forum in Johannesburg. This Forum was established some years ago 

(2015) and consists of the General Secretaries of Reformed Churches with close historical ties from 

Kenya, South Africa, Malawi, Zambia, Mozambique, Botswana, Zimbabwe, Nigeria and Namibia. The 

ED presented a workshop on theological education in Africa and on the work of NetACT. It was a 

wonderful opportunity to strengthen ties with churches – of which many have training institutions that 

belong to NetACT – and to reflect together on the importance of high-quality theological training, the 

challenges and opportunities this presents to client churches of NetACT institutions. A special word of 

thanks to Dr Kobus Odendaal who facilitated the meeting and who extended the invitation to NetACT 

to be present on behalf of the Forum. The Forum applied for Associate Membership of NetACT.  

mailto:echemengich@gmail.com
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5.2 The third biannual Lausanne-Orthodox Initiative consultation at Cambridge University, UK.  

From the 5th to the 8th of September, the ED was invited to represent Stellenbosch University at 

the third biannual Lausanne-Orthodox Initiative consultation at Cambridge University, UK. 

The consultation focuses on closer relations and cooperation between Evangelical and 

Orthodox Churches globally and was attended by representatives from Evangelical and 

Orthodox churches from around the world, notably Europe, Russia, Africa, India and the USA 

(see http://www.loimission.net/). Although primarily representing Stellenbosch University, this 

presented the ED with was an excellent opportunity to also introduce NetACT and its work to a 

wider, global audience and to meet up with representatives from other NetACT member 

institutions that were present in Cambridge, namely EGST and the Kenyan Orthodox Seminary 

in Nairobi. As a result of the meeting the seminary of the Ethiopian Evangelical Church 

Mekane Yesus (EECMY) in Addis Ababa is currently in the process of applying for NetACT 

membership. 

5.3 IERA, ITIERA & Kinkuni visits: Program Manager visited Angola August 31 to Sept 14. The 

main purpose of the visit was to meet with the new leadership of the IERA church and the 

ITIERA seminary (a NetACT member) to address problems with getting the Kinkuni skill-

training seminary built. He also visited the four NetACT members in Angola and discussed all 

relevant NetACT matters. A detailed report is available on request. The Kinkuni funds paid the 

expenses of the visit.  

5.4 WCRC Executive Committee meeting In Lusaka, Zambia, 23-24 Nov 2017. The NetACT Chair 

and Program Manager attended this meeting. Full report: Addendum 1. 

Relations and communication with the WCRC 

At its previous meeting (2017), the Board requested the EC and Office to do the necessary follow-up work to 

heal the relationship with the WCRC. NetACT should request funding for NetACT projects and must 

pursue a good relationship with the new General Secretary of Theology. For background: read the 2017 

Report’s first Addendum on a visit by the NetACT Office to Pretoria to meet with Prof Gerry Pillay 

(then WCRC chair) and Dr Kobus Gerber (Chair Financial Committee WCRC). These men went out of 

their way to represent NetACT at the July 2017 meeting of the WCRC. The office followed through on 

their advice and Doctors Madimbo and Hendriks attended the meeting of the Africa Communion of 

Reformed Churches in Lusaka 23-24 November 2017. Report Addendum 1.  

Proposal: We want to suggest that we have an additional WCRC Associate Member on the NetACT board. 

This should be someone from the ACRC that is responsible for administration and projects in order to 

be able to link our projects, training and workshops to the African member churches of the WCRC. We 

need the WCRC’s approval for this.   

For discussssion and a decision: NetACT reports that it is in need of having a salaried administrator to handle 

the growing amount of work and programs. NetACT do not have to pay for office space or infrastructure 

because they use the facilities provided by die Faculty of Theology, Stellenbosch University and the Dutch 

Reformed Church (a WCRC member church). This offer of making use of these office facilities is 

available to the ACRC. NetACT requested the ACRC to consider the possibility of sharing an 

administrative secretary and paying 50% of the salary.  

Decision: Noted with appreciation. Dr Uma Onwunta, long-time friend of NetACT’s is congratulated with his 

election as Secretary General of the ACRC and Rev Lungile Mpetsheni (Genl. Sec. of the Uniting Presbyterian 

Church in Southern Africa) as member of the ACRC Executive. Dr Omwunta is nominated to be approached 

for possible representation on the NetACT Board as the ACRC representative. The EC is requested to take this 

up with Dr Omwunta. 

5.5 Meeting with Dr Pieter Kwant (Director Langham Publishers, UK).  The office, SU Dean 

and NetACT Board Member, Prof RW Nel, & local NIP team members had a very 

significant meeting with Dr Kwant on January 9. Langham affirmed their cooperation with 

NetACT. Projects discussed: the NIP; publishing our forthcoming book on Public Theology 

& supporting us by providing, amongst others, Isobel Stevenson as language editor & 

facilitator. They will continue to give NetACT institutions a £100 worth of books annually 

http://www.loimission.net/
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as well as two scholarships to NetACT members studying as SU (SU will provide 50% of 

the scholarship). 

5.6 Meeting with Mary Kleine Yehling, VC & CEO Tyndale House Foundation. On Jan 11 Dr 

Hendriks had a 2 hour GoToMeeting internet video discussion with her on funding issues. 

The content of this meeting was fully reported (report available on request) to the EC. On 

February 16, 2018 we had a second follow-up meeting. The discussion wat about: 1) Their 

funding of the NIP; 2) Scholarships for sabbaticals / writer’s retreats at the Andrew Murray 

Centre for Spirituality; 3) NetACT membership for French-speaking seminaries in Africa;  

4) The Kinkuni project; 5) The dissemination of the THF funded African Leadership Study. 

THF promised to donate copies of the book “African Christian Leadership” (Priest & Barine 

eds, 2017) to NetACT.  

5.7 OCRPL: A cooperation agreement between the Stellenbosch Faculty of Theology and the 

Oxford Centre for Religion and Public life that was facilitated by NetACT resulted in the 

presentation of two successful seminars for an almost 30 prospective PhD theology students. 

Some of the students are also from NetACT member institutions, they are mostly pastors in 

senior church positions across Africa, India, Pakistan, Indonesia and Malaysia, and some of 

them have already been accepted in departments in the Faculty and are in the process of 

writing their PhD research proposals! The ED was part of the lecturing team that introduced 

the cohort of students to the intricacies of PhD studies at the first seminar held in 

Stellenbosch and the second one in Pusey near Oxford in the UK. A third and final seminar 

is planned for Stellenbosch in October 2018 and it is hoped that this programme will enable 

a considerable number of church leaders, mostly from our continent, to pursue PhD studies 

all related to the theme of the challenges to and role of (Christian) religion in the public 

sphere in a variety of non-Western contexts.  

5.7 Cornerstone Trust visit, Tim Petersen, 27 February 2018. All local members of the NIP 

project plus the SU Dean / SU NetACT Board member, met with the CT representative and 

had in depth discussions on the NIP. The NIP report covers this discussion.  

5.8 Tearfund: on 4 April we met with Dr SAS Conradie (Tearfund’s Theology and Networking 

Manager (Africa). Present were the ED, PC and Dr Frederick Marais of the Dutch Reformed 

Church (DRC. He is responsible for theological education/training). The main topic of 

discussion was in Tearfund terminology “Integral Mission” and from the NetACT side our 

three projects reported on above. Two decisions were taken: 

One: Tearfund and NetACT will be planning regional workshops in Africa 2019 onwards. 

On NetACT’s agenda is NIP training for librarians and the staff of theological schools; 

Theology and Development and Public Theology workshops. On Tearfund’s agenda is 

Integral Mission workshops. However, these workshops overlap and we can integrate them 

and present them together.  

Two: On a more fundamental level, we had consensus that we need to organize a meeting 

focussed on theological training and curriculum development with key role players who 

have this topic as a priority on their agenda. Tearfund will organize such a meeting 2-5 

December 2018 in Nairobi. NetACT, ACTEA, the DRC, the Anglican Church of East 

Africa, and others will discuss the implications of missional theology on theological training 

(maximum size of this group, 30-36 people). This meeting will discuss the possibility of a 

2019 continent wide Tearfund organized conference on Theological Education and Integral 

Mission. The NetACT office proposes that NetACT consider inviting all our members to 

such a conference and add a day extra to it where we have our 2019 AGM. This is a 

tentative arrangement but something that we may consider.  

Tearfund policy on protecting children & vulnerable people. In subsequent meetings with 

Tearfund they informed us that British law requires that funding for consultants and 

networked institutions requires that those persons and institutions should have a policy in 
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place on protecting children and vulnerable people. The EC agreed to this and the Board will 

be served with a concept NetACT policy on this matter that needs to be approved. We also 

suggest that all our schools formulate and approve similar policies at their institutions. The 

NetACT office will assist when help is required in this regard.   

Decision: Noted with appreciation. The EC is requested to express the Board’s gratitude toward 

Tearfund. The Board approves the suggestion that a 2019 AGM will not take place, but that instead 

5 regional NetACT meetings/workshops be presented in collaboration with Tearfund.  

The Board acknowledges the new requirement regarding institutional policies on protecting 

children and vulnerable people with a view to future UK funding. Members are requested to 

seriously consider adopting such a policy and requests the NetACT office to assist members in this 

as well as to formulate a NetACT policy in this regard as well. 

5.9 Visitors to the Netact Office: We receive many local and international visitors at the 

NetACT office over the past year. Dr Hans Lessing of the WCRC visited the Office.  

6 RON HARTGERINK  

Dr Ron Hartgerink, one of the founding members of NetACT whose family trust supported the network 

financially for the first six years of its existence, has Alzheimer’s disease and now needs daily care. We 

ask for everybody’s prayers in support of Ron, his wife Barbara and the family.  His son Kevin now stays 

with them and helps Barbara to meet his needs. The NetACT Office keeps in touch with the family.  

Decision: The meeting accepts the suggestion from the floor that the Programme Coordinator visits the 

Hartgerink family during his visit to the USA in November in order to express NetACT’s best wishes to 

the Ron and his family and to assure them that they are in our prayers during these trying times. 

7 MEMBERSHIP MATTERS  

1. The following new applications for NetACT membership or associate membership 

have been received over the past year leading up to the AGM. As per the NetACT 

Constitution a prospective member has to be present at an AGM where all new applications 

are tabled and needs to be approved by the Board. Each of the representatives of the 

institutions below are requested to introduce their institutions to the meeting: 

a. Pan Africa Christian University. Head School of Theology: Dr Nathan Chiroma, P.O 

Box 56875 – 00200, Nairobi, Kenya. 

b. Redeemed Christian Bible College, Provost: Rev Dr Babatunde Adedibu, Website: 

www.rcbc.edu.ng, Address: Main Campus, Redemption Camp. Km 46, Lagos-Ibadan 

Expressway, Redemption Camp, Mowe, Ogun State, Nigeria.  

c. Rusitu Bible College. Principal: Rev John Mazuwa, jmazuwa@yahoo.com, or 

jmazuwa@yahoo.com. P.O. Box 3746, ZIMBABWE: 

https://www.facebook.com/RusituBibleCollege/ 

d. Domboshava  Theological College, Principal: Rev Dr Roy Musasiwa, 

rmusasiwa@gmail.com  78 Fife Avenue,  Harare, Zimbabwe,  +263-4-705345738464 

http://www.domboshawa.org/  

e. ECWA Theological Seminary Igbaja (ETSI). Provost: Rev Stephen Oluwarotimi Y. Baba, 

PhD,  baba.stephen@gmail.com;  Igbaja, Kwara State Nigeria.  Represented at the AGM by 

Dr Sunday Agang.  

The applications of the following institutions could not serve as they did not have a 

representative at the meeting. Their status will stay that of “Membership Applications.” 

 

f. Heartfelt Institute of Ministry (HIM);  Joachim Kwaramba (Pastor); jokwazw1@gmail.com 

+263774717769; Lecturer of Christian & African Theology; +263 4 303211 Extn 14083. 

Greendale, Harare, Zimbabwe.  

http://www.rcbc.edu.ng/
mailto:jmazuwa@yahoo.com
mailto:jmazuwa@yahoo.com
https://www.facebook.com/RusituBibleCollege/
mailto:rmusasiwa@gmail.com
mailto:baba.stephen@gmail.com
tel:%2B263774717769
tel:%2B263%204%20303211%20Extn%2014094
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g. Uganda Christian University. Dean: Bishop Tucker School of Divinity and 

Theology Prof. Christopher Byaruhanga, P.O.Box 4, Mukono, Uganda.   

 

Associate membership applications:  

a) The Reformed Family Forum; Gideon van der Watt, Gen Secs of Reformed Churches 

in Africa; +27 51 4066729; +27 82 7808038; POBox 11412, Universitas, 9321, South 

Africa; missio@ngkvs.co.za 

b) Partners in Mission (DRC Free State): Dr Gideon van der Watt, missio@ngkvs.co.za, 

tel:  +27 514066729, cell: +27 51 827808038, PO Box 11412, Universitas, 9321, 

South Africa, http://www.ngkerkvrystaat.co.za/; 

c) Reformational Study Centre: Rev. Eugene Viljoen, +27 21 910 3152; Cell: 084 023 

8239; Epos: emyn04@gmail.com;   http://www.refstudycentre.com/;  P.O. Box 

31738; Waverley, Pretoria 0135, South Africa. 

 

The following associate member presentations were made in the course of the two day AGM: 

1. The Reformed Study Centre (Rev. Eugene Viljoen) 

2. ACRP (Ds. Danie van Zyl) 

3. PCUSA (Rev. Doug Tilton) 

4. BM & NBI (Dr Hennie van Deventer and Rev. Papile Celesi) 

5. Biblica (Ds. Marius Brand) 

6. DRC-SA (Dr Pieter van der Walt. On the theme of The DRC-SA initiative on missional 

theology and curriculum development in theological education. 

Decision: 

1) The Board approves all new membership applications and welcomes new members to the 

NetACT family. New members are exempt from paying membership fees for the first year of 

membership. The NetACT EC is requested to assign each new member to one of the NetACT 

clusters. (The applications without representatives at the meeting will stand over till the next 

AGM). 

2) The Board thanks the associate members for their presentations and continued support (in some 

cases spanning several years) of the Network. It also thanks Biblica, BM/NBI, CLF and the 

Tyndale House Foundation for their generous gifts to every NetACT institution. These gifts were 

to be taken back to member institutions by representatives or will be dispatched to members who 

were unable to send representatives to this year’s AGM. 

2) Following a suggestion from the floor, the EC is requested to investigate the expansion of the 

Network into Francophone Africa since NetACT does not have any presence yet in that part of 

Africa. The EC is, thus requested to identify possible future NetACT members, enter into 

communication with them and, if need, visit these institutions.   

 

Termination of membership: The EC suggest the termination of the membership of Vision Bible 

College (Uganda) as it has not attended any meetings yet nor have it any membership fees to date. 

Several attempts at establishing contact with the VBC have also been unsuccessful. Problems with 

UMCA has been sorted out at the meeting thanks to the assistance of Dr Samuel Ango of TCNN 

who got in touch with the new provost, Rev. Olusegun Noah Olawoyin.  The office will do the 

needed follow-up work r.e. membership fees that are in arrear etc. UMCA did respond very well 

ever since the new email address was secured.  

 

Decision: The Board affirms the termination of VBC’s membership with the assurance that it may 

in future again apply for membership.  

mailto:missio@ngkvs.co.za
mailto:missio@ngkvs.co.za
http://www.ngkerkvrystaat.co.za/
mailto:emyn04@gmail.com
http://www.refstudycentre.com/
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8 ELECTION OF EC MEMBERS AND CHANGES TO NetACT CONSTITUTION 

 

The term of all current members of the EC runs till the next AGM in 2020. However, the 

position of vice-chairperson is now vacant since Professor Tersur Aben term as provost of 

TCNN has ended. The meeting therefore has to elect a new vice-chairperson. 

 

Decision:  

Dr Nathan Chiroma (Pan Africa Christian University, Nairobi, Kenya) is elected new vice-

chairperson of NetACT and is congratulated by the chairperson, Dr Maggie Madimbo. Dr Aben is 

thanked by the Board for his service as vice-chairperson of NetACT since 2016.  

Professor Washington Kamau is retiring in 2019. Prof Kamau has been instrumental in the 

extension of NetACT since 2015 in East Africa and the Board thanks him for his service. The 

Daystar/NWU is requested to appoint a successor for Professor Kamau. 

 

9 ANNUAL MEETINGS 

9.1 Previous venues 

 2000 Karen, Nairobi, Kenya.  

 2001 Lusaka, Zambia  

 2002 Lilongwe, Malawi 

 2003 Stellenbosch, SA  

 2004 Zomba, Malawi  

 2005 Hefsiba, Mozambique  

 2006 Windhoek, Namibia 

 2007 Lusaka, Zambia 

 2009 Stellenbosch (150th anniversary) 

 2011 Lilongwe, Malawi   

 2012 Brackenhurst, Kenya.  

 2013 DCMA, Worcester, SA,  

 2015 Johannesburg, SA 

 2016 St Paul’s University, Kenya 

 2017 Scott Christian University, 

Machakos, Kenya.  

 2018 Huguenot College, Wellington, SA



      

9.2 2019 Annual Meeting  

The 2016-2017 meetings: Kenya hosted two meetings (2016 and 2017). Kenya has many NetACT schools 

that can still host the network because it presents the least visa challenges and because of its excellent and 

affordable conferencing facilities. However, since Stellenbosch University commemorates its 100th 

anniversary in 2018 and is hosting a number of events that NetACT would like to cooperate with, NetACT 

decided to journey South. Huguenot College volunteered to work with SU and provide the venue with easy 

transport between the two towns. It may be viable to think about Addis Ababa for a future venue.  

In the light of the huge amount of work and money that an AGM requires, the EC wants to suggest that the 

AGM discuss an alternative way of meeting in 2019. The NetACT Office needs to put time and money into 

the three projects that we are engaged in: Theology and Development; Public Theology and the NIP. In 2019 

the regional NIP meetings will begin, the first being a meeting with the qualified librarians and after that the 

regional meetings, starting with, possibly, a meeting in Angola for the Portuguese speaking seminaries. We 

are in the process of working with Tearfund to have joint regional meeting where more workshops will be 

held than just the NIP. We are also planning to have an open conference for the continent that deals with 

Integral Mission and Theological Education. Tearfund, NetACT, ACTEA and several denominations are 

working on this possibility. At the regional meetings, as well as at the conference, NetACT members will be 

able to meet. We are thinking of adding a day to the Integral Mission and Theological Education conference 

which will serve as our AGM.  

The EC proposes a discussion on this issue that will lead to a decision to guide the Office.  

Decision:  

Approved.  

The Board accepts the provisional dates and venues for the three regional workshops/meetings in 2019, 

being: April, PAU, Nairobi, Kenya: June, ISTEL, Lubango, Angola; July, ABC, Lilongwe Malawi; Abuja, 

Nigeria September.   

The SA meeting will probably take place later in 2018 in Pretoria (all qualified librarians and IT people will 

be invited).  

The Board expresses its gratitude to and accepts the Ethiopian Graduate School of Theology’s kind offer to 

act as host of the 2020 AGM on its campus in Addis Ababa in Ethiopia. 

10 GENERAL 

10.1 Approval of 2018 Annual General Meeting minutes 

As with previous meetings, the NetACT EC requests the Board to grant it the authority to approve the 

minutes of the AGM. Members will receive the approved minutes. 

Decision: Approved with appreciation.  

10.2 The chairperson thanks all delegates for their presence at the AGM and closes 

with prayer.  

She expresses a special word of thanks to the Programme Coordinator, Prof Jurgens Hendriks for 

the logistical organization as well as to Dr Willie van der Merwe and the staff of Huguenot College 

for their hospitality in hosting the AGM. 
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ADDENDUM 1:  ATTENDANCE  

 

NetACT 2018 AGM AND WORKSHOPS ATTENDANCE  
(ed 23 July 2018) 

No Institution Name July 
1-3 

July 
4-6 

July 7-
14 

1.  
Africa Bible College, Malawi Dr Maggie & G Madimbo  Yes Yes Yes 

2.  
Domboshava Theol College Mrs Sithembiso Sithole Yes No No 

3.  
ECWA Theol Sem Kagoro Dr Sunday Agang Yes Yes Yes 

4.  
ECWA Theol Sem Igbaja  Represented by Dr Agang Yes Yes Yes 

5.  
Ethiopian Grad Sch of Theol  Dr Theodros Teklu Yes Yes No 

6.  

Free State University 
Prof Kobus Schoeman  & Dr 
Joseph Pali 

Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 

No 
?  

7.  
Hugenote Kollege, inc. DCMA Dr Andre du Toit Yes Yes No 

8.  
Hugh Goldie, Nigeria Dr Olo Ndukwe Yes Yes No 

9.  
Instit Biblico de Kaluquembe -  Dr Dinis Eurico  Yes No No 

10.  Instituto Superior de Teol 
Evangelicano Lubango Rev Alberto Alberto 

Yes Yes No 

11.  
Jos ECWA Theol Seminary Dr Randee I-Morphé Yes Yes Yes 

12.  
Josophat Mwale Theol Instit Rev Matalius Likoozi  Yes Yes No 

13.  
Justo Mwale University Dr Lukas Soko  Yes Yes No 

14.  

Morija Theological Seminary 
Rev. Mojaki Kometsi & Rev 
Zacharias Ramonotsi 

Yes 
yes 

Yes 
Yes 

No 
No 

15.  

Murray Theological College 
Dr Rangarirai Rutoro 
Dr Webster Vembo 

Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 

No 

16.  
Nile Theological College Rev. Michael Obat Yes Yes No 

17.  

North West University  
Dr Johannes Knoetze & wife 
Daleen  

Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 

No 

18.  Orthodox Patriarchal 
Ecclesiastical School, Nairobi Fr Evangelos Thiani 

No No Yes 

19.  
Pan Africa Christian University Dr Nathan Chiroma Yes Yes Yes 

20.  
Pretoria University Dr Zoro Dube Yes No No 

21.  Redeemed Christian Bible 
College Dr Babatunde Adedibu 

Yes Yes No 

22.  Reformed Theological 
Seminary Rev Dooyum Orpin 

Yes No No 

23.  
Rusito Bible College Rev John Mazuwa Yes Yes Yes 

24.  
Seminario Emanuel do Dondi Rev Coutino Momo Yes Yes No 

25.  St John's College of Theology 
and Development Bishop Moses Deng Bol 

Yes Yes Yes 

26.  
St Paul's University Rowland van Es & Jane Yes Yes Yes 

27.  
Stellenbosch University Reginald Nel Yes No No 

28.  Theological College of Northern 
Nigeria 

Dr Tersur Aben and new 
provost, Samuel Ango 

Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
No 
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29.  
University of Livingstonia Rev Lapani Nkhonjera Yes  Yes No 

30.  
Zomba Theological College Dr Takuze S. Chitsulo Yes No No 

 

 Associate Members Attending    

31.  ACRP Danie v Zyl 
2&3 No No 

32.  Bible Media & Nehemiah BI  Dr H v Deventer & P Celesi  Yes x2 No No 

33.  Biblica  Dr Marius Brand 2&3 No No 

34.  
Commission for Witness DRC 

Dr Kobus Odendaal (& Mariette 
Odendaal) 

Yes No No 

35.  Presbyterian Church USA Doug Tilton (stay in Paarl) 
Yes No No 

36.  Reformational Stud Centre Eugene Viljoen 
Yes No No 

37.  
NetACT Office  Len Hansen 

Yes Yes No 

38.  
  Jurgens Hendriks 

Yes Yes No 

39.  
  Fraser Jackson 

Yes No No 

40.  
  Nico Mostert 

Yes Yes No 

41.  SPEAKERS   WORKSHOPS    

42.  
DRC Communitas Dr Pieter van der Walt  Yes No No 

43.  
Langham Publishers Isobel Stephenson & William Yes Yes B&B 

44.  
IPTI Project Team Teresa David-Panda Yes Yes ?SP 

45.  
IPTI Project Team Dr Nelus Niemandt  own car No Yes No 

46.  
IPTI Project Team Dr Sipho Mahokoto No Yes No 

47.  
IPTI Project Team Dr Dion Forster No Yes ? 

48.  
Theology & Com Dev team Dr Naas Swart No Yes No 

49.  
Lecturer Exchange Karen Krige Yes No No 

50.  
SATS representative  Dr Roger Tucker Yes Yes No 

 
  Totals:  49   at AGM .... Accommodation needed for    36   in total …    
  24 at Diaconia conference of which   21     stay at House Friendenheim and won’t be there 
Tues evening Wednesday and Thursday (back for dinner though   17 at Intr to Public 
Theology conference, accom at Wellington needed for 12 (4-6 July). 
   18 people attending the Corruption conference (11-13) will leave evening 6 July to go and 
stay at various places in Stellenbosch.  
 

NetACT members and Associate Members not attending: 
1.  

Africa International Univ James Nkansah 

2.  
Bishop Hannington Instit Rev. Martin O. Wesonga 

3.  Chancellor College, Malawi Dr Joseph Thipa 

4.  Daystar University Dr Washington Kamau 

5.  Ethiopian Full Gospel Theological 

Seminary 

Dr Esckinder Taddesse  
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6.  
Hefsiba Rev Manasse Matiquele 

7.  
Instituto Teologico IERA Campos Afonso 

8.  
International Leadership U. Dr David Ngaruiya 

9.  
Moffat Bible College Dr Tom Obengo 

10.  Namibia Evangelical Theological 

Seminary Dr De Wet Strauss 

11.  
Ref Inst for Theol Training Hezron Komen 

12.  
Scott Christian University Dr Mumo Kisau 

13.  
UMCA Theological College Rev. Dr. Olusegun Noah Olawoyin 

   

   

New membership application not attending:  

1 Uganda Christian Univ Dr Christopher Byaruhanga 

2 Heartfelt Institute of Ministry Pastor Jacob Kwaramba 

   

 

ADDENDUM 2: AFRICAN PUBLIC THEOLOGY  

1 NetACT APT group (4-6 July 2018).  
1.  Africa Bible College, Malawi Dr Maggie Madimbo  

2.  ECWA Theological Seminary Kagoro, Nigeria Dr Sunday Agang 

3.  Ethiopian Graduate School of Theology   Dr Theodros Teklu 

4.  Pan Africa Christian University Dr Nathan Chiroma 

5.  Redeemed Christian Bible College Dr Babatunde Adedibu 

6.  
St John's College of Theology and Development, South Sudan Bishop Moses Deng Bol 

7.  Theological College of Northern Nigeria Dr Tersur Aben  

8.  Hugh Goldie, Nigeria Dr Olo Ndukwe 

9.  Jos ECWA Theol Seminary Dr Randee I-Morphé 

10.  Theological College of Northern Nigeria Dr. Samuel Ango 

11.  NetACT Office Dr Jurgens Hendriks 

12.  NetACT Office Rev Nico Mostert 

13.  Langham Publishers Isobel Stephenson & William 

14.  IPTI Project Team – PhD student in PT Teresa David-Panda 

15.  IPTI Project Team –Pretoria University Dr Nelus Niemandt 

16.  IPTI Project Team – Stellenbosch University Dr Sipho Mahokoto 

17.  IPTI Project Team – Beyers Naude Center Dr Dion Forster 

 

2 The group brainstormed the context and then the content of the book. Summarised: 

Workgroup on Public Theology in Africa – Brainstorming: The Africa God wants  

The Africa we do not want The Africa God wants, and we want 

Current Leadership styles 

Ideological poverty 

Inequality including gender based  

Social injustices  

Consumerism  

Corruption 

War and terrorism 

Dehumanization  

Displacement of people and refugee crisis 

Ecological abuse/misuse 

Current education systems 

Peace/Shalom 

Human dignity 

Justice 

Where Africans take responsibility for Africa 

Innovation and creativity 

Holistic transformation (soul and mind) 

Prophetic voice 

Critical reasoning 

Missional living 

Restoration: families, freedom, economic, 

education, trade, fear 
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Politics 

Economic systems 

Brain drain (migration) 

Ethnicity/tribalism  

Cultural corrosion  

Human trafficking/modern slavery 

Media/technology 

Sexuality issues 

Poverty that includes urban development vs 

rural development 

Misappropriation of resources (agricultural and 

mineral) 

Lack of industrial development 

Lack of innovation 

Entrepreneurship  

Globalization 

Lack of cross continental infrastructure 

Exclusion from major world decision making 

bodies such as UN Security Council and World 

Bank 

Use/abuse of power 

Salient complicity of people  

Lack of the rule of law and constitutional 

adherence 

Lack of accountability 

 

Rediscovering of an African Identity 

Intergenerational dialogue 

Community spirituality – a hermeneutic of 

interpreting together 

Moral regeneration (integrity) 

Redefined leadership 

Redefined civil society 

Missional ecclesiology 

Courage/boldness 

Redefined African village 

Success stories of Africa 

Embracing the paradoxes of Africa 

Upholding of the Law 

A diverse Africa is not a threat but a cause for 

celebration 

Globalization 

Celebrating the dynamics of Africa 

Interdisciplinary dialogue 

Ethics 

Constructive engagement between faith and 

science  

 

 

 

3  AFRICAN  PUBLIC THEOLOGY   

Part 1:Introduction to Public Theology 

1  The need for public theology  
2 Characteristics of public theology  
3 The Bible and public theology  
4 The Trinity and public theology  
5 Identity and public theology   

6 Democracy, citizenship and civil society 

Part 2: Doing Public Theology in Africa Today 

7 Public Theology and leadership  
8 Public theology in a local community  
9 Public theology and poverty   

10 Public theology and education  
11 Public theology and science   

12 Public theology and health   

13 Public theology and the environment  
14 Public theology and work   

15 Public theology and the economy  
16 Public theology and the media  
17 Public theology and the arts   

18 Public theology and human rights  
19 Public theology and gender issues  
20 Public theology and intergenerational issues 
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21 Public theology and interreligious dialogue 

22 Public theology and migration  
23 Public theology and the state   

24 Public theology and state power: the police and the armed forces 

25 Where does the church fit in?  
 

4 Administrative decisions. 

4.1 The book will be published through Langham Publishers / Hippo books and follow their 

procedures. 

4.2 The editorial team will be Drr Sunday Agang (editor), Jurgens Hendriks & Dion Forster 

with Isobel Stevenson. 

4.3 The editorial team / NetACT will look for funding for the project. 

4.4 The process of finding writers for the envisaged chapters, representing the different regions 

of the continent, is referred to the editorial team. They set as due date to receive the first set 

of draft chapter outlines middle March 2019. 

4.5 The project will synchronise their meetings with that of the envisaged 2019 NetACT 

regional meetings.  

*** 

 


